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Introduction:
Like many dental product categories, endodontic files are often heavily marketed as excelling in a particular property of that product. Often cyclic fatigue, torque resistance,
or flexibility is hyped as the most important parameter that clinicians should be most concerned with, when the combination of these traits is what translates into endodontic
treatment success. Recently, DENTAL ADVISOR completed testing of four endodontic files from Dentsply Sirona and EdgeEndo across a range of sizes to compare
cyclic fatigue resistance, torque resistance, cutting efficiency, durability and apex locator compatibility.

Conclusions:
Vortex Blue overall has 12% more torque resistance, and an 18% higher cutting rate than EdgeSequel Sapphire. Cyclic fatigue resistance was similar to EdgeSequel
Sapphire taken as a whole. Vortex Blue lasted 4.8 times longer than EdgeSequel Sapphire files in simulated testing before failure.
ProTaper Gold measured a 55% higher cutting rate and instrumented over four times as many canals before failure than EdgeTaper Platinum. EdgeTaper Platinum
measured a significantly higher cyclic fatigue for all file sizes and higher torque resistance in 3/6 file sizes, while ProTaper Gold has higher torque resistance in the S1 file
size. EdgeTaper Platinum and EdgeSequel Sapphire were found to have significant glue present on the file after cleaning and sterilization which interfered with use of an
apex locator.
CUTTING EFFICIENCY AND DURABILITY
Initial cutting rate was measured by timing the instrumentation of curved endo training blocs sequentially with each file size by a clinician with light water irrigation between
each step to remove excess debris under torque control. The same files were used until failure by unwinding or separation to compare the durability of the files while cutting.
Used files were compared under magnification to an unused file to determine file failure. It is generally recommended to cease using files after visual signs of distortion such
as unwinding or edge wear.
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Vortex Blue was measured to have an overall cutting rate that was 18% faster,
though this wasn’t obvious to the clinician. Vortex Blue files lasted an average
of 4.8 canals instrumented before any unwinding was detected. EdgeSequel
Sapphire files unwound in file sizes 30, 35, and 40 after only 1 canal and in
all file sizes after 2 canals. The unwinding was much more pronounced for the
EdgeSequel Sapphire files and the cutting rate was severely reduced after the
first canal.
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ProTaper Gold had a statistically significant higher cutting rate for every file
size and was overall about 55% faster. There was a clear difference in cutting
efficiency reported by the clinician. ProTaper Gold files lasted an average of
4.2 canals instrumented before failure, primarily in the F3 file size. EdgeTaper
Platinum failed after 1 canal instrumented in sizes F1-F3 and in all files sizes after
2 canals were instrumented.

ProTaper Gold F3 after FIVE canals

EdgeTaper Platinum F1 after ONE canal
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training bloc

Representative samples of failed files (top) compared to unused files (bottom).
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CYCLIC FATIGUE RESISTANCE
Often the most quoted property for NiTi files is the resistance to cyclic fatigue, yet also one of the most technique sensitive and
dependent on study design. This property has no current accepted standard method but is often regarded as clinically relevant to the
dreaded phenomenon of file separation. Generally, the test is conducted by inserting a file into a static curved canal and rotating the
file until fracture.The file undergoes repeated tensile and compressive forces concentrated on a small portion of the file until it breaks,
often lasting for minutes before succumbing to failure. If the test however allows the file to move, intentionally by dynamic moving of
the file, or due to poor conformation of the file in a large test canal, then the stresses are distributed to a larger area of the file and
should last longer before breakage. In our fatigue testing device, the canal shape is adjustable to allow a close conformation of the file
to the canal shape shown to the right. The common descriptors for this test are the canal curvature in terms of the angle and radius
of curvature. Our test was designed to a nearly worst case 80 degree curvature and common 5 mm radius. A smaller radius or greater
angle will result in less time until fracture, while a larger radius, or straighter angle will result in the file lasting longer. As can be seen
from the graphs, all files lasted longer in this worst case static test than is typically used clinically (shown with a dashed line), however
cumulative fatigue can increase the chance of failure by other mechanisms.
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EdgeTaper Platinum overall had a 56% greater cyclic fatigue resistance
compared to ProTaper Gold.

Vortex Blue measured a 9% overall greater cyclic fatigue resistance across all file
sizes compared to EdgeSequel Sapphire.

TORQUE RESISTANCE
Torque resistance of files is the other important parameter that dictates whether a file is prone to separation. Studies of files which have failed clinically indicate
that a combination of torque and fatigue failure contribute to file separation. Generally, as a file increases in diameter, the torque resistance increases while the
cyclic fatigue resistance decreases. In other words, torque resistance is probably more important for smaller file sizes in gauging whether a file may separate due
to torsional failure. In our study, we used the ISO 3630 method of measuring maximum torque resistance in which files are fixed 3 mm from the tip and rotated at
2 rpm until fracture.
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Vortex Blue has significantly higher torque resistance in 4 out of 6 file sizes,
and approximately 12% more torque resistance overall.
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ProTaper Gold has higher torque resistance for the smallest size, and lower
torque resistance for the 3 largest sizes tested.

SEM INSPECTION AND APEX LOCATION COMPATIBILITY
Files were inspected with a scanning electron microscope after cleaning and sterilization prior to use according to ADA recommendations to evaluate the
appearance of the files. A large buildup of glue on EdgeEndo files was observed around the connection of the handle and the shaft, with some resin detected
along the file’s cutting surfaces. This was suggested to potentially affect the ability of apex locators to maintain an electrical connection to function properly. We
then tested 10 files of 3 different sizes with several random placements and tested the files with a Root ZX II apex locator. The files were inserted into a prepared
human incisor immersed in a 0.9% NaCl solution. For 3 file sizes, approximately 17% of the EdgeEndo files registered no connection, and fluctuations in readings
were noted for over 25% of all EdgeEndo files indicating an incomplete connection.The connection was generally worse for the larger file sizes and the closer the
apex locator probe was located to the handle. No problems were found in connecting with either the Vortex Blue or ProTaper Gold files.
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